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ON RECORD

In the January/February issue of Fourways
Gardens magazine, in an article entitled
‘Birds of Fourways Gardens’, it was stated
that “Douw Steyn is privately funding the
multilaned highway”.
To set the record straight, the William
Nicol (R511) is a provincial road, which
the Provincial Department of Roads
and Transport (Gautrans) is responsible
for. Steyn City Properties, as one of the
developers in the area, had to contribute
to the provision of bulk infrastructure
and invested in the R511/K46’s longawaited upgrade to fast track its progress.
Gautrans and their contractors are
responsible for all roadworks.
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We have buyers and corporate tenants on our books looking for
properties in Fourways Gardens - we need your properties.
Contact your area specialists for a free valuation at your convenience.
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT YOUR AREA SPECIALISTS:
Alison White 082 714 2626, alison.white@pamgolding.co.za (sales)
Dee Thomas 083 375 5646, dee.thomas@pamgolding.co.za (rentals)
Office 011 467 4119, fourways@pamgolding.co.za

www.pamgolding.co.za/fourways

Estate News

By Johan van Schalkwyk

from our

Estate Manager
It was a pleasure to see so many of our
resident families and friends enjoying
the recent Easter Egg Hunt and Market
that was held at the Phase 1 Park on
13 April. Quite a few residents walked
over to me and requested my team and
I to host more such events in the Phase
1 Park. This will definitely be our aim
as this event was so well received by
residents.
With winter edging closer by the day and
temperatures dropping, load shedding is
becoming more and more of a concern.
Please be prepared should this load
shedding realise. There are a few simple
things that we can do in advance to
ensure that power outages don’t disrupt
our lives too much. I would strongly
suggest ensuring that you have some
form of a gas cooking appliance handy;
ensure you have spare full gas bottles;
candles or oil lamps for lighting and
some hot water bottles. As with many
things in life, it isn’t a problem until it
becomes a problem!
Our hall and the renovation of the
facility are well under way. To date
we can confirm that the bar area and
hall renovations have been completed

and are looking great! The bathroom
renovations are still under way as we
could only renovate one at a time to
ensure a toilet facility was available
to residents at all times during the
renovations. The first of the three
bathrooms are finished and it has
improved the look and functionality
of the bathroom. We are still awaiting
final council approval for the structural
changes to the roof of the club to
extend the roof over the veranda and
to enclose it. As soon as this approval
is granted, work will commence and
should be completed within a month
of such date. The Chairman of the
board, Ray Fling, and I have set up an
urgent meeting with the head of council
approval to expedite this process and
by the time you read this article this will
hopefully have been obtained and work
could commence on this last phase of
the project. We will however keep you
up to date as to the progress via the
newsletters regarding this matter.
Recently we also launched a traffic
campaign in the Estate. After the near
fatal accident we had on the Estate, the
danger of non-adherence to traffic signs
To page 6>
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<From page 5
and speeding was highlighted. More
detail regarding this exercise is available
in the security article in this publication.
What was of great concern to me was the
brazen arrogance that some residents
showed when they were requested to
stop at a Stop sign. Thankfully these
were in the minority but unfortunately it
only takes one person with a “rules don’t
apply to me” attitude to be the cause of
a tragedy. Please comply with the rules
of the road and adhere to the 40km/h
speed limit on the Estate. I do not want
to have to inform a parent that their child
has been run over because of these
infringements. Most families who live
here made the choice because Fourways
Gardens is a safe family Estate. Please
help us in this regard.
While on the topic of families, there is a
fun initiative soon to be launched here!
The Estate Office has been in talks with
Lelanie Basson from Bushbabes, whose
business it is to ensure fun family outings.
She has tailor-made packages for all
ages exclusively for Fourways Gardens
families and friends. See the article on
page 33 for more information. We found
that many families wish to explore the
great outdoors but are tentative about
trying new places that they know little
about. Lelanie visits these venues before
offering tours and ensures that a great
outing is enjoyed where people can
explore without the worries of organising
all the little details before the time. We
hope you enjoy the article and that you
will make use of this great service.
In closing I wish to welcome the five
new families that have made Fourways
Gardens home since the beginning of
the year. We hope that you will enjoy
many happy years living here and please
know that our door is open if you require
any assistance in settling into your new
environment. I have a committed team
who is service orientated and who enjoys
helping you make the most of your living
experience in this beautiful Estate.
Johan
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passion for property

400 000 Sole Mandate

SALES:
GAYE 083 601 1593
gaye@gcr.co.za

RENTALS:
SUE 082 452 0086
sue@gcr.co.za

LIST YOUR PROPERTY WITH THE PROFESSIONALS.
CALL GAYE CAWOOD REALTY - 011 469 4070 OR 083 601 1593

FOR SALE - R 4.350 Million

FOR SALE - R 5.795 Million

WHERE DOES THE BUCK STOP
Our property market is influenced by so many factors, external and internal. Legislation
constantly changes, repo rates change, the value of our rand fluctuates, our political
landscape is volatile, and the demand and supply of property also changes rapidly.
Most South Africans are resilient and manage to adapt to “whatever market conditions”
prevail. However, we have been dealt with a few questionable issues recently. One of
these is the purchasers’ historical liability of municipal debt.
Some municipalities believe that they retain the right to hold the purchaser liable for the
sellers municipal debt after transfer has taken place and that they have the right to attach
the property and sell it to pay the sellers debt. These debts would date back more than
two years and would not have been settled prior to transfer. This would be a blatant
violation of the purchasers’ constitutional property rights. Furthermore, it bodes the
question, how do we rely on the Clearance Certificate granted by the Council, which is
supposedly issued once all debt is paid?
The municipality is able to retain the property as its lien, or its real right of security, for a
two year Rates Clearance Certificate that is outstanding as well as any further debt
incurred up until the date of registration of transfer. Thereafter, it falls away as their lien
does not “survive transfer”. However, they are entitled to enforce payment of the debt
incurred for the issue of the two year RCC by means of suing the seller. The property once
transferred is not subject to the statutory lien. The municipality can make use of its lien
to force payment at any time up until transfer. If they are not following up on this debt,
they lose their opportunity of recovery.
The next difficulty could be the municipality refusing to open up a new account until all
debt is settled. There is no law in place that stipulates that a seller has to disclose their
debt with the municipality. Purchasers may argue the debt is an undisclosed latent defect
and fall back on the Voetstoots clause. The courts may argue that the purchaser has
failed to do a proper due diligence before buying the property. Please ensure
that there is a clause in your sale agreement when purchasing and selling that
covers this.
International companies are now requesting that the landlords provide proof of payment
for municipal accounts before entering into lease negotiations. Some requests have taken
this too far calling for bank statements etc, which the landlord is not obliged to provide.
We have sold and rented most of our stock this year and would really like an opportunity
to list your home for sale or for rent. Our capable team will deliver a result!

FOR SALE - R 5.2 Million

SOLD - now for rent R55 000

LIST YOUR PROPERTY WITH THE PROFESSIONALS.
CALL GAYE CAWOOD REALTY - 011 469 4070 OR 083 601 1593

Estate News

Fourways Gardens
Easter Egg Hunt
and The Market

T

his year things were done a little
bit differently for our annual Easter
Egg Hunt. The date was moved to
the weekend before Easter as we found
that many of our young residents were
gallivanting with their parents over Easter
and could not attend this fun event. The
result was a fun-packed morning with
eager little people dashing to find Easter
eggs in our park and lots of excitement
when Mr Easter Bunny hopped over to
meet the Fourways Gardens kids.
While the kids were collecting their “egg
loot” and playing games, their parents
had the opportunity to browse around the
market stalls. The stallholders exhibited
some amazing goodies for the shopping
pleasure of our residents.
To ensure the kids had a bumper fun
time, Tammy from Arty Tots/Kidz showed
them how to paint Easter eggs, make
hot cross buns and also did a fun milk
experiment. The experiment was of
course a big hit with the boys! There was
also a jumping castle, face painting and
sand art to ensure every little one could
enjoy the morning.
Pam Golding Properties sponsored the
Easter eggs and prizes for the day. We
wish to thank Dee and Alison for enabling
us to organise this wonderful day for our
kids. Thanks to the Coffee and Chocolate
Expo at Monte Casino for sponsoring 10
tickets worth R100 each and to The Nail
Lady for sponsoring a luxurious manicure
for a lucky mom!
Next year we will however ask parents
to let us know how many little ones will
be attending to ensure we have enough
eggs hidden for them. Thankfully Mr
Easter Bunny had a big basket of eggs
on hand to give to the little ones that
were not fast enough to collect eggs from
the park.
Hope to see you all at next year’s Easter
Egg Hunt!
Elmine
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Estate News

By Francesca Beattie, Irene Howard and Earth Probiotic

FWG Gardening Club Update
Gardeners, sharing is caring!

O

ne of the biggest benefits of our Gardening
Club is the opportunity to share plants with your
Estate neighbours! No need to pay expensive
nursery prices for beautiful, indigenous and exotic
plants to make your garden a wonderland!
Our Club currently consists of 20 active members and
2 honorary members, the landscaping guru Shirley
Wallington and “Stoep Talk’s” own James Clarke.
Eleven of our members are able to offer plants for
other members to share. This is one of the most
important tenets of our Club, encouraging networking,
friendships and good old-fashioned neighbourliness.
Our members are offering FREE to other members
plants like:
•W
 ild garlic (pretty mauve flowers and strappy thin
leaves)
• Agapanthus (white and blue stately flowers which
herald spring)
•D
 aisies – yellow, white, pink...
• Irises (gorgeous cut flowers in purple, yellow and
white)
•W
 atsonia (dizzy drifts of colour)
• Aloes (brilliant dramatic form plants)
Some of this sharing went on last Saturday, when
members shared plants with each other. How would
you like an entire 4 x 4 boot full of gorgeous plants?

JOINING OUR CLUB IS EASY!

JUST CALL Francesca on 011 705 2384 or 083 678 8001
or e-mail her at info@fbproperties.co.za

Fourways Gardens Gardening Club

Autumn Hints
• Autumn regeneration of soil
Leaves lying in swathes on the ground
act as a nutrient source to spring growth.
There are two ways to harvest Nature’s
free magical substances:
1. Bag it. Water it. Poke some holes
in the bag. Store for spring, It will
metamorphise into rich, crumbly dark
stuff, to use as mulch, lawn dressing,
fabulous soil enrichment.
2. Just rake the leaves into your flower
beds. Let Nature do the rest! Worms,
bugs and critters will shred and
decompose for you, protecting your
precious plants and promising fab
growth and flowers in spring.
3. DO NOT dig your beds! Soil must be
nurtured – so leave organic matter
where it lands.

• PLANTING NOW:
From the Club Chairlady, Irene Howard:
1. Plant romantic cyclamen outside! It will
surprise you with its robustness and
fey beauty!
2. Plant daffs, narcissis, pansies, poppies
(bulbs and seedlings) where you need
breathtaking spring appeal.
3. Plant Namaqualand daisy seeds ... a
beginner’s wonderful hint. They’re so
easy and present a mass of gorgeous
colour.
4. Plant strawberries with the kids! They
grow happily under rose bushes and
are the best, tastiest you will ever
experience in summer.
5. Plant kale, a purple cabbage, spinach
and asparagus. If they don’t feed
your family, they will reward you with
beautiful colourful and textured leaves.
Fourways Gardens May 2014 10

FOR ALL YOUR PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS:
FRANCESCA 011 705 2384: 083 678 8001:
info@fbproperties.co.za

Gardening

By Gavin Heron of Earth Probiotic

Autumn:

Time to blanket your soil
It’s that time of
year again. Nights
are longer. Days
shorter. And
getting out of bed
is becoming more
and more difficult.
Autumn is here.

B

ut before we start looking forward
to the start of Spring by hunkering
down under a duvet and hot water
bottle, we could celebrate Nature’s
bounty.
As a grumpy child at boarding school in
Queenstown (I still shiver when I think
of the wind coming down into town from
the Winterberg), I remember the harvest
service at our local church.
Autumn is harvest time. The crops are in.
The apple’s more crunchy. And quince
picking from hedges was a pleasure
(even though, naturally, they are all
knobbly with some spots).
But another bounty awaits. Leaves.
Every year they fill up our gardens,
verges and streets. It’s so nice that
Autumn is also called “Fall”.
Now if you’re managing British Rail this
always seems to be a surprise. Who
knew that rail transport can be delayed
because of “leaves on the tracks”?
Autumn is a wonderful regenerative
time; the season when trees harvest
themselves.
The leaves lying in swathes along
the ground become, over the Winter,

a nutrient source to assist the Spring
growth. These leaves, full of minerals
that have been mined over the Summer,
are broken down by macro and microorganisms while importantly providing the
matrix for fungi growth.
We know this as “leaf mould”. A
wonderful crumbly dark substance that
can be used as a mulch, lawn dressing
and fantastic soil amendment. Good
leaf mould can hold up to 500 per cent
of its own weight in water – a fantastic
benefit up here in the dry Highveld
winter.
This magical substance is easy to
make. The first is to simply bag it, water
it and then poke some holes in the
bag and store it for Spring. The other
method is to rake it into your beds. And
let Nature do what it does best – let the
fungi, bacteria and other wonderful little
worms, bugs and other critters start
doing their shredding and decomposing
work.
What’s the difference between compost
and leaf mould? Making compost is a hot
process: one piles the organic material
and then periodically turns in order to
generate heat through adding oxygen.
Compost utilises bacteria to do the work.
Making leaf mould is a cold process and
relies on fungi for decomposition.
Fourways Gardens May 2014 12

Compost is fast. Leaf mould is slow.
But there are advantages to slow. Hot
composting tends to use up energy while
a cold process retains more energy.
However, both are wonderful substances.
Both are good for your soil. And both
avoid the need to send valuable material
to landfill.
Driving around my neighbourhood
in Autumn is both exhilarating and
depressing. Exhilarating to see nature
at work. Depressing when we see a
hard-working gardener diligently raking
out all the organic material from the beds
(and inadvertently creating agapanthus
crowned sand castles).
Soil needs to be nurtured. And the best
way to nurture it is to not dig it up and
follow Nature’s lessons: mulch, compost
and leave organic matter where it falls.
So this Autumn, when the leaves start
falling, take
advantage of this
bounty. Rake it
up. Add it to your
beds. Bag it.
Above all, don’t
throw it away. Or,
as we often see,
rake it into the
storm water drain.

Security

By Jean-Marc Du Toit

Security Report Back
The security
officers in
Fourways Gardens
have been actively
involved in the
monitoring
of traffic
infringements in
the Estate over
the last couple
of weeks. There
has been some
criticism around
this by residents,
but the majority
seems to be
supporting the
effort to make
the Estate a safer
place for families
and children.

12350 Speed

O

street three times in a half-hour period.
Her third infringement was after she had
been stopped and addressed by one of
the officers.

In our first three sessions of monitoring
two stop streets within the Estate (9
hours of monitoring), 77 transgressions
were recorded. These were all blatant
transgressions, where some of the
drivers did not even slow down, even
though there were up to five highly visible
people standing on the corner. The worst
was a lady driving through the same stop

What really struck me was one
particular incident. A young boy of
about seven or so came walking
down Sweetgum Avenue. He was
very cautious when he crossed
Camdeboo Road to walk on the paved
walkway on the other side of the
road. Approximately a minute after he
crossed, a driver came along the road,
and went over the stop street without
even slowing down. The reason this

ne of the main focus areas
around this has been stop street
monitoring. It was absolutely
shocking to see the blatant disregard that
people have when it comes to road signs
and obeying the basic rules of the road.
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stayed with me was the fact that it
was late afternoon, and there was a
dark shadow over the road. When the
little boy crossed the road, I could not
help but notice the fact that he was
very difficult to see in the shadows of
the trees on Camdeboo. And this was
from my perspective standing on the
pavement. If a person driving came
along, would they even notice the boy
crossing the street in the shadows?
When people were made aware of
the stop street by officers, the most
common responses were: “I am sorry,
but there are no cars coming from the
side”, or “I am sorry, but I am late”.
Posters everywhere on the Estate are
a constant reminder of the Speed and
Traffic Campaign within the Estate, and
one of them specifically focuses on the
apology for being late versus apologising
for taking a child’s life. These
incidents just highlighted that
these posters portray reality,
and people need to pay
attention.
We have also been
receiving complaints
of children getting up
to mischief within the
Estate, and one specific
complaint dealt with houses
being egged by youngsters.

Officer of the Month, Jan Khiba. He is a control room operator.

One of the residents reported to the
Estate Office that her house was pelted
with eggs at approximately 23:00 at
night. The youngsters responsible have
been identified as two girls, aged 9-12
years old. As much as we try to promote
a family friendly environment, it is a
concern that parents are not aware that
children so young are out and about so
late on a week night, and getting up to
no good. Are you always aware of where
your children are, and what they are
doing?
Further to last month’s
report, we are still
continuing with the
Officer of the Month
incentive system for
our security officers.
This month’s reward has
gone to Jan Khiba. He
is a control room operator,
and has received numerous
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compliments from residents regarding
his professionalism and efficiency in the
control room. Control room operators
are a key aspect of the security service
in the Estate, as they are the key link in
communication between residents and
security and other essential services
(SAPS, medical services etc).
Crime around the Estate is unfortunately
forever on the increase, and from us
at the Security Office we would like to
remind our residents to always be vigilant
when out and about your daily dealings.
Should there be any further queries,
questions or comments regarding
security, please do not hesitate to send
me an e-mail.
Regards
Jean-Marc Du Toit
jean.dutoit@rsssecurity.net
011 465 5465/6

Lifestyle

By Kathy Thersby

LOAD SHEDDING
LOOMS LARGE
Remember
those dreadful
days when load
shedding was the
bane of our lives,
inconveniencing
us by having our
power shut off
just, it seemed,
when we needed
it most? If it
happened
during the
day, we’d
lose valuable
work hours and
if in the evening,
we’d have to
forego a hot
meal and make do
with a sandwich.

W

ell, it could well happen again.
Considering that Eskom was
battling to generate enough
power in the summer months, imagine
the strain that all those heaters, electric
blankets and roast dinners will have on
the power supply.
I know you’ve all heard before how to
cut your energy consumption, but how
many changes did you personally make
to ease the strain on Eskom? Most of
us hope everyone else is saving power
but haven’t made changes in their own
lifestyles.

So here’s a reminder of
what you should be doing
in order to keep the lights
on this winter:
1. If you’re not using an appliance, switch
it off completely; don’t leave it in
stand-by mode. All those pilot
lights on appliances add
up to a lot of power since
they’re on 24/7. Many
appliances continue to
draw power even if they’re
off but are still plugged
in, such as cell phone
chargers, so pull out the plug.
2. A geyser uses 39%
of all household
electricity, so it’s
really worth getting
a timing device that
will switch it on an
hour before shower
hour and off again
afterwards. Or simply
set an alarm to remind you
to switch the geyser on
and off.
3. Insulate geysers and
water pipes as this will
help the water stay hot
for longer. Reduce the
maximum temperature
setting for your geyser/
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thermostat to 60ºC and instead of
a long bath rather shower, as
showers use less water and
energy. Energy and watersaving shower heads use less
water and electricity.
4. Use energy-saving
globes (CFLs) instead of
incandescent bulbs.
5. To save money in your kitchen
close fridge doors as
quickly as possible
when taking items
out – do not leave
the door open
for longer than
necessary.

Lifestyle

6. Boil only
as much
water as
you need.
Kettles
are power
guzzlers.
7. Instead of
immediately
switching on the heater
when you start getting
chilly, put on more
clothing and snuggle
up under a blanket.
Hot water bottles
and bean bags
that can be
warmed up in the
microwave are
low-power ways to
keep warm.
8. Speaking of microwave
ovens, they’re quicker and
lighter on energy than other
ovens. But if you’re cooking large
amounts, a normal oven would cook it
quicker.
9. Try to cook one-pot meals, such as
stews and curries, so you only use one
stove ring.
10. Don’t keep checking food in the oven
because the heat dissipates and is
lost.

12. To avoid heat loss,
check that your
doors and windows
all close tightly.
Block gaps below
doors to avoid
heat loss.
13. Close curtains
as soon as
the sun has
gone down
and make sure
all windows
and doors are
closed.
14. Throw open wide the oven once
cooking has finished, thereby
warming up the room.
15. Install a solar water heater or install
a heat pump, which can potentially
cut your water-heating costs by up to
67%.

And if worse
comes to worst
…
Be prepared for
power cuts in winter
by stocking up on
some essentials that’ll
make your “lights
out” experience more
tolerant:
• matches/lighters
• Candles (make sure they can’t tip
over)
• flashlights
• oil lamps or rechargeable battery
lamps
• At least one gas-fired cooking
appliance, but more if possible
(it’s hard to cook with only one
pot)
• spare gas bottles
• Batteries for lights and lamps
• Hot water bottles
• A manual can opener, in case you
only have an electric one
So, be prepared by stocking up on the
above items and make sure you store
them all in an accessible place where
everyone knows they are. There’s
nothing like skinning your shins while
you search around in the dark…

11. Avoid cooking during 5pm
to 9pm – try to cook
early and heat up
the food in the
microwave,
and make
extra so you
can use
it another
time, saving
on cooking
another day.
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Health & Fitness

By Michelle Letcher

Diets, fads, lifestyles,
habits, traditions...
I don’t know what to eat anymore
Atkins, Paleo, Banting, Primal...
what next? Are you as frustrated
and confused as I am by the
continual changes in what is right
and wrong to eat?

P

ersonally I do not believe in diets
of any form. They may help you
lose weight initially but because
we cannot sustain these ridiculous –
and sometimes impractical – diets, we
cannot continue with them for the rest of
our lives. So we stop them and land up
putting back all the weight we lost, and
very often even more.
Not only is this de-motivating but
this yo-yo effect totally messes up
your metabolism, which is a crucial
bodily function. The bottom line is that

whatever you choose, it has to
become a way of life, something
that you can do for the rest of your
life, and yes I believe it is also about
balance and everything in moderation.
How can we say that we will never
again have a piece of chocolate cake?
That’s impossible, but what we can say
is that we are going to nourish the body
we have and give ourselves the best
chance of a healthy, disease-free body.
We have complete control of what we
put in our mouths and the consequences
thereof.

I always suggest that you start by
journaling your eating: what time you
ate, what you ate, quantities and
even how you felt. In this way you
become more conscious of what you
put into your system. It is a pain in the
beginning but soon you get used to
it and it’s amazing what this does to
your eating – it’s like an unconscious
shift that takes place.
Then, find a plan that is suitable for
your body and that you can sustain
– remember what works for one may
not necessarily work for another.
Now because there
has been so much
talk about Professor
Tim Noakes and The
Real Meal Revolution,
I thought I would touch
on this subject. Of
course, like everyone
else, when I first heard about this
high-fat almost no-carb eating plan
I frowned upon it. Some of you may
know that Tim Noakes told us a few
years ago in his famous book, Lore
of Running, that we must eat a lot
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every three hours to only eating two
odd meals a day. I was amazed, to say
the least. Could there be merit in this
way of eating?

Possible benefits you
might experience from
this eating plan
• More energy
• Fewer cravings
• Weight loss
of carbs and now he has rescinded this
belief. He states that “we are victims of
decades of anti-fat propaganda” and
that fat does not make you fat, give you
heart disease or diabetes, it is actually
carbs that do that.
It is now believed that the high sugars
in carbs cause inflammation of the
arteries, which in turn cause heart
disease, and high cholesterol is only a
fraction of the cause of heart disease.
He states that the health benefits of this
eating plan are amazing, especially for
those with insulin resistance (inability to
metabolise carbs safely and efficiently),
diabetes, obesity, polycystic ovarian
syndrome, pregnancy, menopause,
allergies and even cancer.

Did you know that...
•C
 arbs are the only macro-nutrients
that are non-essential for survival,
and fat is the body’s preferred fuel.

Getting back to The Real Meal
Revolution, the idea is to eat high fat,
moderate protein, no or very low carbs
(certain ones only) and vegetables.
Fat acts as an appetite suppressant,
keeping you fuller for longer, so if you
cut out your carbs you get your fullness
and energy from the fat.

• Better health

Nothing ventured, nothing gained;
I decided to put it to the test. The
biggest obstacle for me is that I am
a vegetarian so eating no carbs and
no meat posed a problem. The thing
with this plan is that if you want to lose
weight you need to exclude carbs as
much as possible, and even limit your
dairy and nut intake. Not having a
weight problem, I included a fair amount
of nuts, legumes, tofu and dairy. In my
first week I lost two kilograms and apart
from feeling a little nauseous from the
high-fat diet after eating clean for many
years, I felt great. I went from eating

• Better sleep

 etter blood glucose and insulin
•B
readings
• Enhanced athletic performance
• Increased mental focus

C

I would never advocate a diet but I do
say for those battling to lose weight
and with insulin resistance, do some
research and find out for yourself if
there is truth here. I have a number of
clients who are doing it with me and
getting amazing results, not to mention
the yummy recipes.
For more information purchase The
Real Meal Revolution book or go to the
website www.realmealrevolution.co.za

•T
 he yield of energy in 1 gram of
fat is more than double the energy
yield in the same amount of carbs.

“Those who think
they have no
time for healthy
eating, will
sooner or later
have to find time
for illness.”

•O
 ur bodies produce cholesterol,
which is necessary for supporting
organs and maintaining their
structure.
• Insulin is the body’s defence
mechanism against carbs in trying
to control glucose levels.
•C
 arbs not used are converted
by the liver to fat and sent to fat
tissues for storage.
•C
 arbs are important for muscle
contraction, brain and other organ
functions; however, we can get
these carbs from the liver – they do
not need to be ingested.

– Edward Stanley
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Sandgate Park, Corner Desmond & Kramer Roads, Kramerville

Health

By Margaret Roberts

GETTING TO KNOW TISSUE SALTS:

KALI SULPH
7

Kali
Sulph

This month we look
at Kali Sulph – Tissue Salt No. 7
Kalium Sulphate – Potassium
Sulphate – Sulphate of Potash

This is the Tissue Salt that transports oxygen to the
cells of the body, and because of this ability it is a very
helpful Tissue Salt for skin ailments like eczema and
psoriasis as well as clearing thick mucous and phlegm to
assist the lungs to bring oxygen in to aid healing of ’ﬂu,
bronchitis and chesty coughs.

I

t also has the ability to work well with
other Tissue Salts, for instance Ferrum
Phos, which is a reliable first aid
remedy. Kali Sulph is a really important
children’s remedy and one which every
mother comes to rely upon for its strong
cleansing and clearing of little blocked
noses and ears and heavy coughs!

The Skin

Think about the thin fine lining to the
nose, mouth, throat and even the eyes,
the lungs and the stomach and intestines.
This lining needs to be carefully protected
and Kali Sulph does exactly that!
For children with rashes, eczemas, fungal
attacks, herpes fever blisters, pimples
and red sore areas under the arms or
between the legs, Kali Sulph is clearly
indicated. I learned early on the benefit
of Kali Sulph in children’s ailments and
how soothing a lotion or spritz spray for
all those itchy sore and worrying skin
problems could be, and I applied this
frequently and found it could soothe and
calm the most difficult situation.

Kali Sulph
Lotion
• Crush and dissolve 10 tablets
of Kali Sulph and 10 tablets of
Ferrum Phos and 10 tablets
of Nat Phos and 10 tablets of
Calc Sulph in 1 litre of boiled
water. Be sure to have every
tiny bit well dissolved as in
a spritz spray bottle it will come out as
a fine mist. Use this on the above skin
problems, also behind the knees and for
any itchy places under the feet, in the
hair or under the folds of the bottom.
As a face spray (eyes kept shut) this is not
only a marvellous cleanser for the skin,
but will settle hot red areas, inflamed itchy
areas and mosquito bites.
Let the child suck 2 Kali Sulph with 2
Ferrum Phos tablets at the same time
and watch how quickly a distressing
experience can become calm and easy.
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A pad of cotton wool soaked in the lotion
and used to dab over the area will also
quickly soothe, and for night time when
itchy scratching causes restless anxiety
in the child, I made this cream and keep it
always ready for any little problem:

Kali Sulph and
Melissa
Cream
1 cup of fresh Melissa
leaves and sprigs
simmered with 1 cup
of good aqueous cream
in a double boiler for 20
minutes, stirring frequently.
Then stand aside and cool for 30
minutes.
• Strain out the herbs through a new sieve
and discard. Now add 15 crushed and
powdered Kali Sulph tablets with 10
crushed and powdered Ferrum Phos
tablets, and mix in well.
• Spoon into a sterilized jar with a well
fitting lid. Label and apply lavishly and
frequently to the area.
• For very cracked eczemas you can add
10 tablets of Kali Phos, well crushed,
and 10 tablets well crushed Calc Sulph
tablets, and 10 tablets well crushed Nat
Sulph. Mix well and apply frequently,
gently rubbing it in.

Health

For children with shifting pains and
frowns, irritability and lots of whining and
complaining, 2 tablets of Kali Sulph will
quickly restore peace, but give 2 tablets
of Kali Sulph every hour to suck.
Check for skin dryness and dry itchy
areas and rub in the cream, also for
warts, fungal infections and white flaky
spots and rashes and red itchy spots.
Sugar cravings, sweets, ice cream and
cupcakes top the list of indications that
Kali Sulph is needed – and the itchy
anus, smelly wind that small boys love
passing (and big boys too) especially
if their sisters are near, indicates the
need for Kali Sulph – 2 tablets sucked
every half hour for an afternoon will help
considerably!

The Eyes

Check your child’s eyes if you notice
lots of eye rubbing and if the eyelids are
red, swollen, hot and itchy. Also check
that the black board at school can be
seen well. For the crusty discharges
that accumulate along the eyelids and in
the corners of the eyes, use Kali Sulph
lotion and give the child 2 Kali Sulph
tablets to suck every half hour for 2 or 3
hours, and then give 2 tablets 3 times a
day to check any eye infections. As with
all ailments in children, check with your
doctor whenever you become worried
and notice changes.

the Head

When there is thick mucous congestion,
lots of phlegm being coughed up and
a blocked nose, Kali Sulph at least
six times through the day will help to
clear this quickly. Sinus headaches and
blocked ears need Kali Sulph urgently,
also notice if there is a scaly scalp,
dandruff and lacklustre hair.
Fine, dull, sparse hair needs 2 tablets of
Kali Sulph sucked 3-6 times through the
day. Crush 10 tablets of Kali Sulph and
add to the shampoo, mixed well in your
cupped hand, then apply to the wet head
and massage in well. Do this every time
you wash the hair. This little mixture of
Kali Sulph tablets and shampoo has a
rejuvenating effect on the scalp and the
hair and it should be part of the child’s
regime to bring sheen, colour and health
back to the hair.
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The Ears

Where there is a discharge, 2 tablets
of Kali Sulph sucked every 30 minutes
will often help to open the ears. Also
use a warm cloth soaked in warm Kali
Sulph lotion and wipe around the ears
and hold the warm facecloth over the
ear for as long as is comfortable for the
child. I found, living on an isolated farm,
10 crushed Kali Sulph tablets with 10
crushed Ferrum Phos and 10 crushed
Mag Phos tablets dissolved in ½ a cup
of warm water, sipped slowly with the
warm facecloth over the ear, soothed and
eased the condition beautifully and gave
time to get to the doctor.

Health
The Respiratory
System

Coughs, colds,’flu with a thick, tight chest
and distressed battling to breathe, need
2 Kali Sulph tablets sucked frequently
and lots of sips of hot Kali Phos tea
made with a sprig of Melissa in ¾ of a
cup of boiling water. Stand for 5 minutes,
strain and add 10 Kali Sulph, 10 Ferrum
Phos, 10 Mag Phos and 10 Nat Sulph
tablets, all finely crushed and dissolved.
Encourage sips of pleasantly warm “tea”.
I often sweetened it with a touch of honey
to help it go down!

The Digestive System

Consider probiotics if the child’s stool is
yellow with diarrhoea, with very smelly
flatulence and if the child is a poor eater
and is constipated with indigestion and
complains of a feeling of being “full”. Colic
and heartburn indicate poor digestion and
Kali Sulph depletion as well as bladder
discomfort; 2 Kali Sulph tablets sucked 6
times a day will ease the situation, with
Mag Phos if there is colic and discomfort.
To lighten the sugar cravings set out
bowls of sunflower seed, pecan nuts,
almonds, sultanas and pumpkin seeds
where the children can see them. Dry
apple rings and strawberries and sliced
pears or mango and pomegranate seeds
yourself and have these readily available.
This will lighten the need for sugary
snacks.

The Nails

Biting the nails indicates a Kali Sulph
deficiency, and with 2 tablets each of
Silica and Kali Phos with Kali Sulph
sucked 4 times a day the nail biting
will settle and hopefully disappear – be
persistent!

Tension and Anxiety
Specially for school plays and sports
events, a wise doctor once told me to
give a combination of all tissue salts
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to the child (known as Combin 12)
dissolved in a bottle of drinking water
which would be taken to the event – 10
Combin 12, 10 Kali Sulph, 10 Mag Phos.
Crush and add to the water bottle (do
this 3 days running before the big event)
and you’ll see how they thrive!
Children’s cancer has become
worryingly far more common than ever
before. I quote here a dedicated team
of doctors under Dr Forbes-Ross, who
made a strong case for potassium and
its lack as one of the causes. Many
years ago these doctors encouraged
using black strap molasses in the diet,
and this remarkable formula of Tissue
Salts taken 4-6 or even 10 times a day, 2
tablets each of Kali Mur, Kali Phos, Kali
Sulph, Ferrum Phos, crushed in warm
water or sucked, and once the patient
has stabilized continue this twice a day,
this valuable formula needs to be taken
morning and evening to protect against
cancer.
It is vital to protect children against
radiation of cell phones and cell phone
towers in the school grounds, computers
and any of today’s astonishing
technology. Cell phone towers close to
where children play, puts their precious
lives in jeopardy. The Tissue Salts offer
the first line of defence and should
become a part of all our lives.

Health
Herbs that are rich
in Kali Sulph

Melissa, one of the most calming,
soothing and precious of all herbs
– from a colicky baby to an anxious
grandparent who is not coping and
everyone in between, including a
rebellious teenager – Melissa is the
herb. Make it into a tea: ¼ cup fresh
Melissa sprigs in 1 cup of boiling water,
stand 5 minutes, strain and sip slowly
with a touch of honey, if liked.
Also parsley, watercress, mustard
greens, celery, will help to flush out
toxins and with linseed flax will help to
clear up mucous and dissolve it and
act as antibacterials and detoxifiers.
Salad Burnet is a delicious herb
in salads and is a potent cleanser
after ’flu and bronchitis, and is so
worth growing for its fresh green
addition to salads, which must be
encouraged! Teach your children to
grow their salads – it becomes an
absorbing hobby!

Foods rich in Kali
Sulph

Carrots, lettuce, parsley, wheatgrass
and wheat sprouts, oats sprouts, oats
porridge, almonds, strawberries, cream
cheese, plain Bulgarian or Greek yoghurt,
celery, asparagus, beetroot greens and
fresh grated beetroot with apple as a
salad with chopped celery and parsley,
becomes a health salad rich in Kali Sulph
that will benefit the whole family!
Try carrot sticks and celery sticks with a
cream cheese dip for a snack, and cook
a soup for lunch with chickpeas, carrots,
sweet potato and finely chopped lettuce,
specially the outer leaves, with chopped
leeks and onions and lots of fresh lemon
juice in a good homemade chicken stock
and with home baked bread, and you’ll
correct the child’s little unwell body into
one of perfect vibrant health!
Remember the danger foods are sugar,
sugar, sugar, fried foods, processed
foods with stabilizers, colourants,
preservatives, carbonated drinks, sweets,
cakes and boxed and packaged custards,
jams and jellies. Fill your supermarket
trolley with fresh vegetables, fresh
fruits, and simplify!
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create your own pizza

Häagen-Dazs® Ice Cream - Illy Coffee - Red Velvet Cupcakes - Salads - Smoothies
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open
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free delivery

open 24 hours
on the weekends and ‘till the early hours of the morning on week days

friday - saturday: 24 hours. sunday - monday: 8am to 2am. tuesday - thursday: 8am-4am

www.andiccio24.co.za

Havana Lounge

Latino Caf fé

within a 5km radius from store
become
a fan on

follow
us on

free wi-fi
available

Travel

By James Clarke

The call of the road
James Clarke describes the sheer pleasure
(sort of) of leisurely long distance cycling…

England: Toiling up a steep
forest track in Dorsetshire
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A

s an old long-distance cyclist – who,
in my condition, shouldn’t really be
cycling at all – I feel it is my bounden
duty to tell my story even if I do sound a
bit like the wizened sailor in Samuel Taylor
Coleridge’s “The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner”.
The 18th century poem is about a weatherbeaten old seadog sitting against a church
wall clutching the sleeve of a passing
wedding guest begging him to tarry awhile
and listen to his story of terrible suffering.
(“There was a ship quoth he”.)
He tells how he killed an albatross and
so brought bad luck upon his ship,
which became trapped in the doldrums.
Becalmed for weeks his shipmates died of
thirst, one by one, cursing him. Around him
nothing stirred and “slimy things did crawl
with legs upon the slimy sea”.
As Coleridge wrote:
Water, water everywhere
Nor any drop to drink.

France: A bridge over the Loire.

The wedding guest, reluctantly at first,
becomes spellbound as, dear reader, so
will you be if only you would heed my tale
– me, the Ancient Cyclist, spilling out my
tale of suffering :
He holds him with his skinny hand,
‘There was a bike,’ quoth he...
As I have said before (if only you’d been
paying attention) there are six of us
who annually leave Africa and venture
(intrepidly) deep into Darkest Europe to
bring back to Africa tales of the funny
natives there.
We were old enough to have known
better for our average age was knocking
70. Yet, on a simple whim of mine we
had set off to cycle down the Danube. To
save time, we used an airliner for the first
10 000 kilometres to Vienna.
That first expedition saw us milling around
in Vienna, from where we had to catch a
train to Passau in Bavaria. From Passau
we cycled back along the river to Vienna
(500km) and then onwards, following the
river, Europe’s second biggest, as far as
Budapest, 1 000km in all.
OK, it was probably more like 875km in real
kilometres – the sort they have in France.
Until a couple of months before not one of
us had owned or seriously ridden a bike
– well, not since our first childhood back
in the 50s and 40s and even further back
than that. Rex Gibson, a wise old retired

Bordeaux: Visiting yet another wine estate; this time the Pichon-Longueville.

daily newspaper editor now relaxing in
happy retirement on the Cape coast, when
I suggested he accompany us, made no
bones about it. “I’ve never heard such a
bloody stupid idea,” quoth he. He came
all the same but never changed his mind
about it being bloody stupid.

Rule 1 : When one hears a truck coming
from behind it is one’s duty to shout
‘TRUCK!’ to warn the man in front. The
man in front’s reaction is then to look
over his shoulder and wobble all over
the road and, cupping his ear, shout
back, “What?”

We did get in some last minute practice: a
few early morning rides in our respective
neighbourhoods. Alan Calenborne, a team
member, happened to be a neighbour and
we developed a code of behaviour for our
expedition.

We are all a bit deaf.
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When cycling, especially along a narrow
road, and one hears a juggernaut
thundering up from behind, it can be
terrifying. As Coleridge would have put it:

Travel

Bordeaux: St Emilion’s Lower Square where St Emilion slept
for years on a stone slab to prove his love for the Virgin Mary.

Like one, that on a lonesome road
Doth ride in fear and dread,
And having once turned round rides on,
And turns no more his head;
Because he knows a 60-ton truck
Doth close behind him tread.
That two-week ride down the River Danube in 2002 became
known as the Tour de Farce yet it triggered a series of many
more cycle expeditions that probed the dark corners of the
Continent.

Spain: We were amazed how a yard of ale went down so quickly.

The second Tour de Farce was a two-week ride across France
from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean. A year later we decided
to cross an entire country and chose Italy because it was the
thinnest. Our fourth expedition was around
the northern coast of Ireland. Then Tour de
Farce V took us down the Thames clean
through the centre of London passing
through areas where they’d never before
seen a white man.
Country after country fell beneath our tyres.
Let me tell you more… What? We’ve run
out of space?
But, prithee, wait! Wait!
The Wedding-Guest sat on a stone:
He cannot choose but list’;
And thus spake on that ancient man,
The bright-eyed cy-ca-list.
Blogsite: http://stoeptalk.wordpress.com
Website: www.jamesclarke.co.za
For a free sample of my latest e-book go to:
www.amazon.com/Save-me-Lions-Mouthebook/dp/B008FO88DO
The book is about human/wildlife conflict in Africa

Italy: The scene after a roadside
picnic of bread, cheese and warm beer
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Lifestyle

Text and photography: Leilani Basson

Unleash your adventurous
and outdoorsy side
In search of adventure? Looking forward to
unique outings with family and friends that only
FWG residents will have access to? We have
joined forces with the Bush Babes Adventure and
Outdoors Club to offer you exactly that.

I

f a weekend guarding the largest herd
of rhinos with real special forces troops,
4x4 training and fun days, an adrenalinepacked adventure to Clarens, a river rafting
and tubing day on the Vaal River and a bug
and bush weekend on the island in the Vaal
Dam for the children sounds exciting, hold
your horses!
This is only what we have in store for this
year. Next year will see FWG residents
tracking leopards in the Karoo, herding
cattle on horseback at a cowboy ranch,
survival weekends for father and son,
reaching out to a vervet monkey and wolf
sanctuary, more offroading and loads of
other adventures.
FWG has joined forces with the Bush
Babes Adventure and Outdoors Club and
is set to spice up the life of all our residents.
The Bush Babes initiative was started

in October 2010 by Leilani Basson, who
was at that stage with Leisure Wheels
magazine as an adventure photo journalist.
Six women (typical girlie girls) were invited
on a weekend away for an article about
introducing non-camping, non-adventurous
women to camping and adventure.
The project showed immense potential and
morphed into the Bush Babes brand and a
series of articles where like-minded women
acted as pioneers to discover new grounds
on behalf of all the women out there who’ve
always wanted to do the 4x4 and adventure
thing, but were either too scared or too
intimidated by the men in their lives.
The club embraced other members in
January 2012 and has since offered its
members numerous memorable trips, fun
days and outreaches. Family trips and
children’s outings are arranged at regular
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intervals to keep things balanced and to
offer the entire family the opportunity to go
Bush with the Bush Babes.
The club has been well-publicised over
the past four years and over 30 articles
have been published in various media on
the Bush Babes’ amazing adventures,
outreaches and its general empowerment
and upliftment of women of all classes and
creeds.
In 2013 the club was slightly re-aligned to
enable Leilani Basson to incorporate her
long-awaited baby daughter in the Bush
Babes’ adventures, passion and calling.
Now FWG residents have the exclusive
opportunity to join in the unique and elite
adventures the Bush Babes Club offers
and to become part of the Bush Babes
family and outdoors brand.

Lifestyle
Special FWG
and Bush Babes
programme
August 9:
FWG Women’s Day 4x4 Training with
Jeep

In order to be a Bush Babe, we have to
get all our ladies to handle their wheels
as well as they handle their men. So
ready yourself for a fabulous day in Jeep
vehicles and learn all you need to know
to navigate the terrain you will conquer
on future events and outings.
Cost: R1 000 per Babe (normal price R2800)

August 22-24:
Jeep and Bush Babes Exclusive Rhino
Guarding Weekend

October 3-5:
Jeep FWG Bergwoning Adventure
Weekend near Clarens
This weekend is for women only. Ready
yourself for awesome 4x4’ing in Jeep
vehicles, abseiling, horse riding, clay
pigeon shooting, quad biking, river rafting
and a picnic in a cave. There is also a
fabulous children’s farmyard. This is one
weekend your family cannot miss out on.
Cost: R2 000pp

October 25:
FWG Ladies’ River Rafting and Tubing
Day on the Vaal River
At a secret location (that will not be
disclosed to you) you will witness the
largest herd of rhino in the world and
assist a professional anti-poaching team
to guard these majestic, yet severely
threatened, animals at night. You will
spend some time up close and personal
in the rhino nursery with many orphaned
calves and get the opportunity to have
your photograph taken with these
cuties. On the Saturday you will have
the opportunity to shoot with all kinds of
automatic weapons under the supervision
and assistance of the anti-poaching
unit, as well as a few other adventurous
surprises. We will be roughing it in tents,
but all our meals will be supplied.
Jeep will sponsor us with vehicles and
fuel.
Cost: R3 000 (this will be confirmed soon, but
in order to reserve your place, you can pay a
deposit of R1 000 at your earliest convenience.
This is going to be the experience of a lifetime,
so book soon!
VERY LIMITED SPACE!

November 15 and 16:
Bush and Bug Hunting Weekend on
the UJ Island in the Vaal Dam
We will meet at the dam very early on
the Saturday morning. A boat will take
the family over to the island where we
will spend the rest of the day, night and
the following morning learning more
about the bush and bugs. The UJ Island
is inhabited by relatively tame game,
including zebra and various buck species
that we will get to see up close on our
game hike.
Cost: R1 200 adults, R800 children – three
meals, boat trip and field guide included.

Arrive at Vaal Streams (Near Deneysville,
Vaal Dam) very early in the morning.
The day will start with a serious river raft
down the river, followed by a leisurely
float down the river on tractor tubes. Light
lunch included.
Cost: R700pp

For more information on the Bush Babes
Adventure and Outdoors Club, visit www.
bushbabes.co.za, or facebook/Bush Babes
Adventure and Outdoors Club or send an
e-mail to leisurebabe@bushbabes.co.za
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Life Talk

Article written by Nicoleen Davies, Director Life Talk Forum with extracts taken
from “Life Talk for a Daughter” and “Life Talk for Parents”by Izabella Little-Gates

Teen love, Break-ups
and Sexuality
Falling in love! “What a wonderful
feeling! When it happens to you it’s as
if the whole world changes. Life feels as
if it has never been better. There isn’t
anything quite like the thrill of falling
in love. Sometimes it is almost instant.
Other times it slowly creeps up on you
until one day you wake up to find it
glowing inside you. Whichever way it
happens for you, it is still one of the
best feelings there is,” writes Izabella.
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or an adolescent, falling in love can
be the most moving and compelling
relationship they have had and the
experience can be all consuming. They
think about each other constantly, want to
spend every moment together, spend hours
talking or messaging each other, holding
hands and sharing secrets, thoughts and
dreams – sometimes setting aside other
friendships completely. The range of
emotions they experience can be extreme:
freedom and possessiveness, trust and
jealousy, honesty and deception, ecstatic
happiness when together and depressed
when apart.
But how does this make parents feel?
Parents often feel anxious when their
children start dating. It seems like
yesterday they were little children and
today they are hormone-driven adolescents
that want to be with someone other than
their parents. Open lines of communication
are vital and strong effective parent-teen
relationships will be more valuable than
ever. Parents don’t always appreciate the
positives that come from the teen being
in love, focusing more on their concerns
about the relationship, about their child
being hurt or not approving of the chosen
partner.

Life Talk
Discussions focusing on why they want to
date and what qualities the ideal partner
will have can provide great opportunities
to share this special time. Regular chats
will help to make the topic a natural topic
over time. Being a proactive parent will help
your teenager to make the best possible
decisions. Remember, they are probably
just as nervous about dating as you are!

incompatible, fight incessantly or there
is simply no chemistry between you.
Sometimes it feels as if it would be much
easier to just continue with the relationship,
but what may seem easier doesn’t actually
work out for the best. If a relationship isn’t
working, tough as it may be, it’s better to
end it. If it’s not working it’s best to admit
the truth and to move on.”

Is falling in love good for your teen?
Izabella writes, “As long as the person
you’ve fallen for is worthy of your love and
loves you back, you’ll find a whole lot of
good things can take place.” You’ll feel
excitement and positive thinking will be at
a peak. Energy levels soar and there is a
bounce in your step. “The state of being
in love can be described as experiencing
a natural “high”. Whether it’s hormones,
enzymes or endorphins, there’s definitely
something that gets you buzzing from top
to toe.”

But, we know, breaking up is hard.
It can feel as if your whole world is
collapsing. Your teen may feel anger, hurt,
embarrassment, confused, depressed and
maybe even jealous if they were dumped.

There are positive spin-offs from these
early, appropriate relationships:
• Teens in a relationship mature more
quickly – they start to understand affection
and intimacy and the difference between
lust and intimacy.
• They gain a better understanding of adult
relationships.
• They get to understand what they like and
don’t in a partner.
• Often, they can gain essential tools in the
process and are better able to develop
meaningful intimate relationships as
adults.
• They start to understand how boundaries
within a relationship can protect you
from potential abuse as well as what
acceptable behaviour within a relationship
entails, building a framework for how
romantic relationships should work.
• Communication skills are developed,
building active listening and non-verbal
message skills.
• Conflict resolution, compromise and cooperation are all vital skills that are honed
and practised during this time.

Teen sexuality
The subject of teen sex is a scary one
for parents. Sexual development is an
important part of life, much like measures
of physical growth. Sexual behaviour
has important health and emotional
developmental implications.

So really, positive adolescent dating
provides teens with important opportunities
to understand intimate relationships.
Breaking up
Izabella goes on to say, “Remember that
you are at your most vulnerable when
you’re in love. If he/she is not a good
person, your vulnerability can open you
up to being hurt or taken advantage of.
Often, when you’re at the peak of your
“high”, it’s quite hard to see him objectively.
Sometimes slow yourself down enough
for a quick reality check. Check with your
gut-feel, your brain, your friends and
even your parents. It may be that you are

Encourage them to share their feelings by
talking to someone they trust and not to be
afraid to cry. Doing the things they normally
enjoy can take their minds off the negative
feelings and keeping busy really does help
them not to dwell. Most of all, it takes time
to heal.

Sexuality is more than just whether you
are a male or a female and it is more than
just sex. It is a complex framework that
includes your physical appearance, your
gender identity and sexual orientation, your
feelings about yourself and how you feel
about others around you.
Psychologist Thomas Burkhalter
summarises teens’ sexual activity as
follows: “Teenagers have reached physical
and reproductive maturity. Puberty is
not a long way behind them, and they
have hormones related to their sexuality
coursing through their bodies. These
physical developments put sexuality on the
agenda, biologically. Teenagers are also
not emotionally mature, and so they are
not always best suited to manage these
strong biological imperatives. This is part
of the justification for convent schools
and single-sex education, and away from
temptation. The idea of sex as recreation
has also advanced, given the development
of contraception, and this is supported
by media images that sell sexuality. So,
biology, peer pressure, social inspiration
and the fact that it is possible to do so
combine powerfully with an emotionally
unsteady and somewhat immature
teenager, and lead to sex. Teenagers also
often turn to sex to deal with feelings of
alienation and low self-esteem, and to
gratify needs for attention or to compensate
for emotional neglect.”
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How can we encourage restraint?
During puberty it is normal to want
to experiment sexually. As the teen
matures, they become more capable
of making better decisions relating to
sexual behaviour and the resultant
choices.
Encourage your teen to think about
their actions before plunging into a
sexual relationship, emphasising that
they always have a choice. As we know,
teens don’t like being told what to do so
finding a creative way to activate their
own analytical thought processes and
discernment is key.
•C
 ommunication is a vital element.
Have those frank talks, debates and
discussions about what is happening
and why, and what is acceptable and
unacceptable behaviour.
•Q
 uestion your teen about who they
want to be; get them thinking about
their ideal, goal person.
 onvey appropriate perceptions and
•C
meanings of sex. Talk about what
they can expect, the risks, myths and
misconceptions.
•D
 iscuss pornography, child abuse,
violence, prostitution.
•H
 elp them to recognise sexual
exploitation – they need to know that
there are people who could abuse
them sexually.
 iscuss sexually transmitted
•D
infections (STIs), mentioning they can
be spread even just by touch.
• Talk about HIV.
“Ultimately, there is no replacement
for honest communication and setting
a good example,” writes Izabella. “By
discussing, early on, the meaning of an
appropriate sexual relationship, we’re
able to convey the messages we would
like our children to carry with them into
the relationships they will engage in.”
For more important parenting tips and
information visit www.lifetalk.co.za or email
Forum@lifetalk.co.za
Parenting and teen coaching available.
Contact Sally Thorp ● sally@lifetalk.co.za ●
082 454 5443
Follow LifeTalk on Twitter https://twitter.com/
TugOfLife or Facebook http://www.facebook.
com/LifeTalkForum or watch the Life Talk
video’s on Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/
user/LifeTalkForum/videos?flow=grid&view=0
Other sources:
www.psychologytoday.com
www.positiveparentingsolutions.com
www.livestrong.com

Kids’ Stuff

KIDS’ CORNER

Word Search.....

Colour me in.....
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Shell Photo Frame

1
We painted a small wood frame in a pretty
turquoise acrylic. Using a selection of shells
collected on the beach, a bit of broken mirror
and some pearl like tiles we transformed it
into a stunning frame for a holiday house or
memory!

4
We used a clear gel glue to stick all 3 items on
to the frame.

7
Thin ridged shells are tricky to stick down but
the gel glue is easiest to work with.

3

2
Pull the tiles off the netting.

Select a variety of pretty shells of different
textures and colours.

6

5
When sticking the shells, make sure you apply
glue on the parts that will touch the wood.

8

Alternating your 3 mediums, begin planning
and then securing shells, mirror and tile.

9

Remember to create a balance while sticking
shells down. A repetition of certain types and
textures of shell creates this balance.
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Once you’ve covered the frame to the degree
that is pleasing to your eye, find a fun holiday
photo to put in it. Or a piece of mirror can be
cut for the frame to add a seaside touch to a
bathroom or bedroom.
TODAY’S CHILD • ISSUE 7 • 2012
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Lifestyle

By Kathy Thersby

DIVORCE

Getting divorced or already divorced?
How to draft a detailed parenting plan

F

or most children, the break-up of
their parents’ marriage is a very
stressful, unsettling, sad and
confusing time. Not only do they have
to deal with their own feelings about the
split, but their parents’ lives are usually
in turmoil too, exacerbating the fallout on
the children.
To minimize the pain and anguish felt
by the children, the children must be
reassured that they are still loved by both

parents, are in no way responsible for
the divorce and will spend time with both
parents, albeit separately. Stability and
routine are vital to make the adjustment
of having their parents living apart.
Advocate Veerash Srikison says that
drafting a detailed parenting plan can
make the world of difference for both the
parents and the children. She says: “The
purpose of effective co-parenting is to
ensure that children are able to maintain
a stable relationship and contact with
both parents prior to and post the divorce
process.”
However, says Srikison, family law
practitioners are facing an increase
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in litigation requests against coparents because the current parental
arrangement is not satisfactory.
This again causes apprehension in the
children and co-parents are left trying
to decipher what exactly is required of
them from the parental care and contact
clause, as drafted by their respective
attorneys.
“A catch-all parental clause (alternate
weekends/school holidays/public
holidays/birthdays) may work for coparents who have older children and
are able to manage these arrangements
without any conflict but the majority
of parents with younger children
find it difficult to meet these vague
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arrangements,” says Srikison. “The
problem is that each child has a different
schedule and the younger child may
require more contact time with one of the
parents because of the bond that needs
to be cemented.”
Srikison says generically drafted
parental agreement clauses usually:
• Do not give specific date periods for
alternate holidays, allowing some coparents to manipulate when and where
they see their children
• Do not make procedures to be followed
should the one parent wish to take the
child on an overseas holiday
• Don’t give guidance on how the child’s
belongings (including achievements) will
be distributed and shared between the
two homes
• State what the daily schedule will be for
the children to be fetched and taken to
extra-curricular activities and how extracurricular activities are determined
• Lack provisions in the case that one
parent cannot/doesn’t make themselves
available to fulfill their commitment
during their time with the child,
• Don’t allow for flexibility in the parental
agreement in the event of last-minute or
unforeseen circumstances.
Co-parents must come to terms that there
is a need to devise a detailed parental
agreement for taking care of their children
in two separate homes so as to avoid
small conflicts that create an unstable
environment for their children, says
Srikison. Such a detailed plan allows for
the children to be acknowledged and
protected in accordance with the South
African Constitution, which states that “A
child’s best interests are of paramount
importance in every matter concerning
the child.”

gives divorcing or divorced parents the
opportunity to test drive the parental
agreement before it is made a binding
court order, and allows for parents to
revise and redraft terms that need to be
adjusted to suit their children efficiently.
The challenge lies, she says, in coming
up with an agreement that is practical and
in line with your child’s developmental
needs, taking into consideration
the developing child’s brain while it
experiences a high level of emotions of a
traumatic nature.

By devising a detailed parental
agreement, which the South African
Children’s Act requires, the uncertainty
and anxiety your child experiences while
his/her home is being divided in two is
lessened to a degree.

The Children’s Act states that any
decisions made for and behalf of any
child must be done in the “best interests
of that child” and provides guidelines as
to what this means to help facilitate how
co-parents should view the purpose of
their jointly created parental agreement,
says Srikison. “Therefore the parental
agreement must be drafted carefully and
with verbal input from both parents in a
controlled discussion forum to take into
account what agreement works best in
the development stage of the particular
child.”

Srikison says that if done amicably,
through the process of mediation, before
or after the divorce order is granted, it

Depending on the age and maturity
of each child, he/she will be given an
opportunity to voice what they feel will
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work for them and how they feel about
the division of their home.
“Parents must understand that listening
to the voice of their child helps the child
feel less ‘lost’ while this process of
divorce is happening around them. The
healing process begins with the idea in
their minds that mum and dad have not
forgotten about their well-being. They
are introduced to what the parental
agreement will contain so that they
can adapt themselves to the change in
circumstances and prepare themselves
to succumb to a routine that will be
carried out responsibly by their parents,”
explains Srikison .
Children who are too young to fully
understand the reasons why a
parent is absent often experience an
uncomfortable feeling. “This can be
evidenced by developing a nappy rash,
being inconsolable, regressing from being
toilet trained to soiling, having trouble
sleeping and eating, being aggressive or
becoming withdrawn. This is the younger
child’s response to the emotional pain of
missing the absent parent,” says Srikison.
“If the parental agreement is not drafted
with this emotional response in mind, it
is too often a set-up for disaster. Older
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children may exhibit emotional pain in
other ways that may go undetected and
may be misdiagnosed, which can result
in untold medical and assessment costs.”
To avoid these scenarios, says Srikison,
co-parents need to engage in effective
discussions with each other in their
mediation sessions to ensure that the
parental agreement is working to the
benefit of their children. In mediation the
discussions are facilitated by allowing the
co-parents to collaborate and consider
a multitude of alternatives. They are
assisted to create solutions they can
work with together in terms of their own
schedules. The aim is to answer the
question “What happens next?” and
make the child the real winner.
As adults in the midst of the already
devastating experience of a divorce,
co-parents tend to forget that their
children are experiencing the trauma of
their household being torn in two, are
uncertain of their future as a family and
are having everything they knew to be
their normal life replaced by scheduled
visits or stay overs, a shared birthday day
and holidays with their parents at different
times, cautions Srikison.
She says that getting together in
mediation, as co-parents, eliminates
some of the residual emotional damage
co-parents may still have by opening the
forum for them to discuss and collaborate
on what will work for their children with
the guidance and facilitation from the
mediator.
The advantage of giving the suggestions
a trial run, while in the process of drafting
the parental plan, allows both parents to
focus on what is important for the wellbeing of their child. Depending on the
maturity and age of the child, co-parents
can use appropriate methods to reassure
their child that they will still experience
the comfort of the mum and dad who
brought them into this world as mature,
responsible and patient adults.
By working together as co-parents
when testing out your parenting plan,
your children are reassured that both
mom and dad are working towards
creating a stable and comfortable home
environment to keep them happy, and
their responses to this new era of their
lives will be more positive and less
destructive, concludes Srikison.
Adv Veerash Srikison is a legal practitioner
and mediator at Fair Practice. She can be
contacted at www.fairpractice.co.za or 083 724
4425 for further information and assistance.

DIVORCE

Broken homes, broken hearts:
Using play therapy for healing
Written by Charlotte Lewington, Educational
Psychologist and Play Therapist in Groenkloof, Pretoria.

Divorce is
a common
occurrence in
children’s lives.
Most school-aged
children are able
to name several
peers who have
divorced parents.

It becomes an ongoing event in a
child’s life, and is often the cause
of continuing stress for a family. For
instance, family income declines
dramatically after divorce and mental
health disorders such as depression,
alcohol abuse and so on can set in. In
addition, remarriage often occurs some
years after the initial divorce, with its
attending problems and stressors.
Divorce is also a very difficult concept
for children to grasp and a difficult reality
to accept. Divorce and parental marital
conflict are associated with a variety
of long-term problems for children
throughout their lifespan, including
delinquent behaviour, substance abuse,
and poorer academic, social, and
psychological functioning (Amato,2001;
Amato & Booth,1991; Amato &
Keith,1991b; Booth & Edwards,1990).
The distress experienced by children
involved in a divorce commonly
involves feelings of isolation, anxiety,
responsibility, helplessness, anger, guilt,
confusion and ambivalence. Estimates
are that one quarter of children develop
mental health disorders following
parental divorce. (Hetherington, Bridges
& InSabella, 1998).
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When these feelings are not expressed
and dealt with in a healthy, productive
way they endure and taint children’s
views of themselves and of others.
This is why, even decades after the
fact, most adults who experienced
divorce as children view it as the most
devastating event of their childhoods, if
not their lives. How well a child copes
with his or her family‘s transition and its
far-ranging implications will be a major
influence on several important aspects
of their lives, including the ability to
forge and sustain loving relationships
and be a good parent themselves.
Divorce is not fun and children are
often deprived of typical sources of
playfulness during the process of the
marital breakup. They often become
witnesses to arguments, and are
frequently forced to move and to leave
schools and friends. Children often lack
the ability to identify and communicate
their thoughts and feelings effectively.
Play is a child’s natural mode of
communication and a means of
providing emotional balance. Play
therapy is not always immediately
recognized by the general public as
a preferred intervention for children,
and parties involved in divorce should
be educated as to the therapeutic
value of play, and encouraged to allow
their children to use this most natural
method of therapy.
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Play therapy provides the following
therapeutic elements:
•P
 lay is light-hearted and fun.
•P
 lay allows children to be free and to
lower their guard.
•C
 hildren can be the masters of their
own universe in play.
•P
 lay comes naturally to children.
•N
 egative emotions can be dealt
with and are more easily expressed
through play.
•P
 lay allows children the means to
explore and experiment without
criticism.

What makes play therapy different
from other forms of therapy?
Play therapy differs from regular play.
Through play therapy the therapist is
able to help children systematically
address treatment goals. The
therapist is able to help them find
solutions to their problems in life;
additionally play promotes healthy
development. A recent meta-analysis
of 94 research studies, all of which
focused on the efficacy of play therapy,
found significant positive treatment
outcomes.
Play therapists are more interested
in helping to produce change than in
gaining information. So through play
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therapy the power of play is used to
help children resolve their difficulties
and to achieve optimal growth and
development so that they can resolve
the impact of their parents’ divorce in
their own time and in their own way.
Play therapy is a well researched
method of therapy and can help the
children on their way to wellness
through a difficult time for all parties
involved.
Contact the Situla Divorce Care Centre
at info@situla.co.za to find a therapist
in your area. Situla is a preschool that
offers therapeutic services that include
occupational therapy, speech therapy and
kinderkinetics.

Parenting

By Lee Miller

Baby-sitter checklist
Leaving your baby with a sitter
If you don’t
have the luxury
of having
grandparents,
aunts, uncles or
good friends who
are willing to
baby-sit, you might
need to make use
of a baby-sitting
service in order
to have a muchdeserved break
occasionally.

E

ven if you know and trust the
person you ask to look after
your baby, that person might
not be familiar with baby’s routine
and personality. So, in order to lower
your stress levels, boost the babysitter’s confidence and make baby as
comfortable as possible, ensure that you
address the following issues:
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• Make sure that the sitter knows what
calms your baby: rocking, a song,
the mobile or maybe a stroll in the
pram.
• The sitter must know which is your
baby’s favourite toy.
• Make sure the sitter knows that your
baby should always sleep face up
with no pillows or duvet.

Parenting
• Show the sitter how your baby is easiest
burped – over the shoulder, sitting up,
after feedings or during feeds.
• Instruct her on how to change and
clean your baby, whether you use wipes
or cotton wool, a nappy rash ointment
and where all the supplies are kept.
• Show the sitter where extra clothes are
kept in case of a serious mess.
• She must know how to prepare a bottle
of formula, or where to get the expressed
milk. It’s very important to give exact
instructions on heating the milk.
• Make sure that the sitter knows what
your baby can and cannot eat/drink.
• The sitter should know not to administer
any medication without consulting
with you first. If you are not available,
she must consult with a doctor. Always
leave your doctor’s number, because
the doctor is familiar with your baby’s
medical history.
• If the baby-sitter has to bath your
baby, make sure she will never leave
baby unattended and that the water
temperature should be perfect. Have
everything she will need ready for her –
clean nappy, cream, cloth, soap, towel
and clean set of clothes.

• Make sure the baby-sitter knows your
baby’s habits – for example, that your
baby cannot fall asleep in the dark, spits
up a lot, cries when wet, and so on.
• The baby-sitter should know where the
first aid kit is.
• She should know where a torch or
candles can be found.
• The sitter should know who may and
may not visit when you are not at home
and what to do in case someone who is
not cleared makes an appearance.
You should leave the following for
your baby-sitter:
• Telephone numbers: Yours, your
partner’s (and where you can be
reached), a neighbour’s, grandparents’,
the poison control centre and the
doctor’s number.
• The address of the nearest emergency
room and how to get there.
• A signed consent form authorising
medical care within specific limits, if
you cannot be reached.
All this information can be used as your
baby-sitter checklist to give you peace of
mind when entrusting your precious little
one to another person.
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Straight Talk

By Maureen Collins

How do you change
behaviour?
How often have you tried to change your
behaviour – but failed?

You stopped smoking –
then out with friends
one evening, you lit
up. You signed up for
a gym contract with
great enthusiasm –
you’ve only been
twice.
It’s tough to change your behaviour.
If you want to see it beyond the initial
enthusiasm, you need a strategy. The
best change strategies come in three
parts. The first part is about you.
What’s in it for you? The strength of your
feelings provides the motivation that
drives you to action. How many times
have you talked of changing something
without being motivated enough to get
started? Secondly, you need to check
that you have the ability to change, or at
least to learn the skills that you need.
The next layer of the strategy is about
the people around you. Will your family,
friends or colleagues be willing and able
to help you change, or will they actively
resist your efforts? Your diet will work if
your partner or family also change their
eating habits; but it won’t last long if
you’re cooking for a family addicted to
burgers and chips… or if your partner
actually prefers you cuddly rather than
svelte.
At work your efforts to become more
participative in your management style
can be thwarted by people who are

unwilling or
unable to respond
to you with ideas and
suggestions. People become
accustomed to having you do their
thinking for them. That means they have
to change so you can change. Finding
ways to help others change may have
to be a part of your personal change
strategy.

TV. You could
move the TV to
somewhere where you
won’t be too comfortable spending
a whole evening, and you could reward
yourself for time away from the TV by
chatting to a good friend you’ve been
neglecting. This way you’re using both
punishment and reward to help you
change your behaviour.

The final layer of the change strategy
involves looking to the broader
environment, and the way you will be
rewarded or punished for changing your
behaviour. Notice how many of us, aware
of the risk of being caught and the stiff
penalties that follow, have changed our
behaviour toward drinking and driving.

There’s a lot of common sense
involved in changing behaviour. What’s
uncommon is putting it all together into a
strategy that makes the change stick.

A less extreme example would be
deciding to spend less time watching
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About the author

Maureen Collins is a consultant and coach,
helping people develop the skills that build
better relationships at work and in their
personal lives. Visit www.straight-talk.co.za

Expat Advice

By Barbara Bruhwiler

Let’s get bored!
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Expat Advice

Thousands of parents across the globe are pulling their
hair out in despair at this time of the year. In a few
weeks, many (international) schools will close their doors
for what feels like an eternity. And moms and dads ask
themselves and others: “What do we DO during these
weeks and months of school holidays?”
What if we did nothing?
As parents, we are used to helping our
children do whatever they need – and
want. Ferry them around to tennis or
guitar lessons, drop off and pick up at
playdates or the cinema, get the DVD or
computer game they are after… Most of
us keep our children entertained 24/7.

your long school holidays, may offer
a great opportunity for your child to
explore your culture. Just give her
some free time – and make sure
that the entertainment system called
‘Grandparents’ takes a break from time
to time.

But researchers appeal to us to let our
children get bored!

Boredom has even more advantages:
according to research, it sparks
creativity in children. This helps to
make your child resourceful, develop
problem-solving skills and ultimately
become stronger.

Only boredom gives them the
opportunity to imagine. And playing
or observing the world and the people
around them lets our children process
their own thinking and experiences –
something that is especially important
for our expat children who often have
their feet rooted in two different cultures.
A visit to your home country, which
is most probably planned during

Now most people, not only children,
are not comfortable with the feeling of
boredom. We adults, as well as most of
our children, are used to filling our time
with activities. TV, computers, tablets,
game consoles… entertainment is so
easy to get – just press a button.

Amongst researchers, they have no doubt
about one thing: constant entertainment
is harmful for children. Dr Belton, an
expert in this field of research, asks us to
consider what results we may achieve if
we don’t get our kids used to boredom:
“Some young people who do not have the
interior resources or the responses to deal
with that boredom creatively sometimes
end up smashing up bus shelters or taking
cars out for a joyride.”
This holiday, let your children get bored.
If they complain, you must not feel guilty
– rest assured you are doing something
very valuable for them.

It’s a bit like the opposite of filling your
plate with salad so you don’t eat too
much mashed potatoes: watching TV
and playing computer games keep your
children from being creative.

Barbara Bruhwiler is the author
of the Expat-Living.info Guide
to Johannesburg, the guide that
helps expatriates to settle quickly
and happily in Johannesburg.
www.expat-living.info
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Please contac t the establishment you wish to visit to make sure of their facilities, ser vices and prices (which may have changed).

Get ready to roll in the
aisles with Vettie Vettie

Hanna Grobler as Vicky, André Lotter as
Tom Delport, Luan Jacobs as James and
Tobie Cronje as Henri

Presented by Kosie House of Theatre

Vettie Vettie, which opens at
Pieter Toerien’s Montecasino
Theatre on 7 May 2014, is a
play that pokes fun at women’s
eternal struggle to shake off
those excess kilograms.

Vettie Vettie will be performed
nationwide. The first run is at
Pieter Toerien’s Montecasino
Theatre from 7 May to 1 June
2014. Book for this side-splitting
comedy at Computicket.

With winter around the corner,
bringing with it the prospect of
bathroom scales heaving under
the consequences of indulging
in forbidden comfort food, Kosie
House of Theatre presents light
entertainment in this laugh-aminute comedy.

For more information about
the play’s tour schedule, go
to: www.kosie.biz / www.
theatreonthebay.co.za / www.
montecasinotheatre.co.za
TOUR PROGRAMME
7 may – 1 June 2014: Pieter
Toerien’s Montecasino Theatre,
Fourways
4 June – 21 June 2014: Pieter
Toerien’s Theatre on the Bay,
Camps Bay
Times: 20:00 and 17:00
Age restriction: None
Bookings: Computicket

It will also be the first time that
an Afrikaans theatre production
is staged at Pieter Toerien’s
Montecasino Theatre in
Fourways.
Vicky (played by Hanna
Grobler) is the successful owner
of a bookstore in Hatfield,
Pretoria. She is single and
visibly fat. When she meets the man of
her dreams, Tom Delport (André Lotter),
she decides to shed those excess kilos
once and for all so she can claim her
prince.
Unfortunately, it’s not that easy to lose
weight —-especially when your one
housemate is a gourmet cook and the
other likes to remind you of all your
previous failed diets!
Henri (Tobie Cronjé) has been friends
with Vicky long enough to know that
her get-thin resolutions won’t last long,
and he derives great pleasure from
teasing her incessantly about it. To
make matters worse, he isn’t tactful and
doesn’t believe in euphemisms —– he
says exactly what he thinks.
James (Luan Jacobs) is a culinary
expert who is incapable of making an

ordinary meal consisting of rice,
meat and potatoes — staple
South African fare, in other words.
However, he works for Vicky in
her bookstore and has a soft spot
for her.
Is poor Vicky going to succeed
in bowling over the man of her
dreams?
Vettie Vettie is directed by
inimitable theatre veteran André
Odendaal. It has been translated
by Johan Bernard and adapted by
Pierre van Pletzen from My Fat
Friend, the hit comedy by Charles
Laurence.

Tobie Cronje, André Lotter,
Hanna Grobler and Luan Jacob
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Out & About
Bryn Terfel to tour
SA in May
Nina Schumann made her first
appearance with an orchestra
at the age of 15, and her talent
captured the attention of the
public when she won the Fifth
National Music Competition
for high school pupils in 1988.
Numerous awards followed,
and Schumann has over 140
concerto performances with
orchestras in South Africa,
Germany, Portugal, Scotland,
Armenia and the US to her
credit, and some 40 concertos in
her repertoire.

Lovers of fine music will be
thrilled by the news that top UK
opera star Bryn Terfel will be
bringing his bass-baritone voice
to South African shores next
month. The Welshman, who
will be accompanied by South
African pianist Nina Schumann,
will give three performances – in
Johannesburg on Tuesday 6 May,
Durban on Friday 9 May and in
Pretoria on Sunday 11 May.
Two programmes will be
available: a popular programme
that includes pieces by Rodgers
& Hammerstein, Schubert and
Mozart, and Celtic songs; and
the more serious event in the
capital city, which will see Terfel
performing songs on poems by
John Masefield, pieces from composers
Schumann and Schubert and, again,
traditional songs from the Celtic isles.
Terfel has performed in all the great
opera houses of the world, and is known
for his versatility as a concert performer,
with highlights ranging from the opening
ceremony of the Wales Millennium
Centre, BBC Last Night of the Proms,
and the Royal Variety Show to a gala
concert with Andrea Bocelli in Central
Park, New York. He has given recitals in
the major cities of the world and for nine
years hosted his own festival in Faenol,
North Wales.
He is a Grammy, Classical Brit and
Gramophone Award winner with a
discography encompassing operas of
Mozart, Wagner and Strauss, and more
than 10 solo discs including Lieder,
American musical theatre, Welsh songs
and sacred repertory.
In 2003, Bryn was made a CBE for
services to Opera in the Queen’s New
Year Honours list and in 2006 was
awarded the Queen’s Medal for Music.

Bryn Terfel at the Prague Concert

He is also the last recipient of the
Shakespeare Prize by the Alfred Toepfer
Foundation, Hamburg.
Highlights in recent years include Bryn’s
debut in the role of Hans Sachs in the
critically acclaimed production of Die
Meistersinger von Nürnberg for Welsh
National Opera, his return to La Scala,
Milan to open the 2011 season singing
Leporello in Don Giovanni and Scarpia
in Tosca. His new album with the
Mormon Tabernacle choir was released
on the Deutsche Grammophon label in
September 2013.
Highlights in 2014 include semi-staged
performances of Sweeney Todd at the
Lincoln Center, New York and at the
Llangollen International Music Festival, a
concert tour of South Africa and a return
to ROH, Covent Garden to sing the title
role in Gounod’s Faust and Dulcamara in
L’Elisir D’Amore.
One of South Africa’s top pianists,

In 1993 Schumann won the
SAMRO Overseas Scholarship
Competition and was awarded
the Jules Kramer and Harry
Crossley Bursaries for Overseas
Study by the University of Cape Town.
After completing her MMus at UCLA
(University of California, Los Angeles),
Nina enrolled for the Doctorate of Music
at the University of North Texas under the
tutelage of Van Cliburn-winner, Vladimir
Viardo.
Following her appointment as Associate
Professor and Head of Piano at the
University of Stellenbosch in 1999, Nina
transferred her Doctorate to UCT from
which she graduated in 2005. Schumann
is part of an internationally recognised
duo with her husband, Luis Magalhaes
and they own a record label, TwoPianists.
Performances:
6 May: Linder Auditorium, Johannesburg.
8pm Tickets R550, R490 (popular
programme)
9 May: Durban City Hall. 7.30pm. Tickets
R420. R350 (popular programme)
11 May: ZK Matthews Hall, UNISA. 16:00
Tickets R550, R490 (serious programme)
Book at Computicket

Please contac t the establishment you wish to visit to make sure of their facilities, ser vices and prices (which may have changed).
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Out & About

Compiled by Kathy Thersby

What’s On At The Dome

Grand Designs Live

23 May 2014 – 25 May 2014, 10h00 – 18h00
Price: R85, kids under 12 free
Your one-stop destination for home inspiration featuring some of the country’s top
home design, décor, garden and building scene brands, with mind-blowing ideas
at every turn. That’s Grand Designs Live, Gauteng’s leading home, décor and
garden show. This design and décor dream returns to the Coca-Cola Dome from
the 23rd to the 25th of May – that’s three days of incredible products, exciting
ideas, untold surprises and never-seen-before wonders. There’s a little something
for anyone with even the slightest interest in home improvement, from kitchens to
gardens to DIY to interior design to everything in between. This show has proven
to be hugely successful in the past, so get your tickets early. So make sure you
don’t miss out on this endless innovation under one roof. Be inspired by all things
grand.

MamaMagic - The Baby Expo

15 May 2014 – 18 May 2014,
Thursday – Sunday 09h00 – 18h00
Cost: TBC
As South Africa’s biggest and best baby
and parenting expo, MamaMagic™,
The Baby Expo has all you could need,
want and more from 0-6 years old,
under one roof.
Making parenting easier for you,
MamaMagic puts the magic back in
parenting. Come and celebrate our 10th
year with us and enjoy the very latest
products and services, expert seminars,
amazing show specials, exciting
competitions, live entertainment and so
much more.

For ticket bookings or more information, visit www.granddesignslive.co.za or call
+27 11 835 1565.

2014 Reebok CrossFit Games Africa
Regional

30 May 2014 – 1 June 2014, 08h00 – 17h00
Price: Tickets will be available via games.crossfit.com
Over the course of three days, the fittest athletes in
Africa will perform an array of events to test the range
and depth of their fitness. The male, female and team
that sit atop the podium earn a place to compete at the
annual CrossFit Games in California –- the CrossFit
Games are the world’s premier test to find the Fittest
on Earth™.
Aside from the stiff competition at the
Africa Regional, the event is a lively
spectator experience. Fans from
all around Africa will settle in to the
Coca Cola Dome for an opportunity to
support their favourite athletes, family
members and friends.

Join in the magic and let us help you
make your pregnancy and parenting
journey just a little easier.
www.mamamagic.co.za

http://games.crossfit.com/region/africa
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Armin Only Intense World Tour
14 June 2014, starts at 20h00, doors
open at 18h00
Price: R540 - R2500
Visit www.bigelectronic.co.za for
more ticket info
Expect to be blown away by an
exclusive six hours set by Armin
Van Buuren, including stunning live
performances, dancing acts and topnotch technical effects that have never
been used in EDM before. The world
famous DJ, who has been crowned
number one DJ of the world five times
during his impressive career kicks
off this world tour in Amsterdam to
literally travel the world afterwards
with his new tour and crew. This new
world tour concept has been inspired
by Armin’s latest album “Intense”.
According to him, Intense embraces
more genres than any of his other
albums. It contains cross-overs
from progressive to trance and from
classical music to rock.

30 Seconds to Mars

16 June 2014; starts at 19h00, doors open at 17h00
Price: R310 – R510
Thirty Seconds to Mars have gone on to scale the heights of rock and roll
stardom and are known for their energetic live performances and their fusion of
different genres.
Although they found modest success with their self-titled debut, it was their
second album, “A Beautiful Lie”, which announced them as bona fide rock ‘n roll
superstars. Released in 2005, the platinum-selling album broadened the band’s
sound and garnered them frequent spots on MTV while also spawning two top 10
modern rock hits, “They Kill” and “Bury Me”. “They Kill” set a record for the most
weeks on the US Modern Rock Chart and the album’s success opened the doors
to numerous successful tours and spots at major rock festivals such as Roskilde,
Pinkpop and Download.
www.bigconcerts.co.za

Please contact the establishment you wish to visit to make sure of their facilities, ser vices and prices (which may have changed).
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Classifieds
AIRPORT SHUTTLE CHASE
SHUTTLE & TOURS: Contact Sybil on
011 954 5875 or on 082 472 0041.
ANTIQUES AND COLLECTABLES:
Bought and sold. I have been in this
line of business for the past 20 years. I
specialize in restoration work. Contact
Amelia on 011 465 5354, www.ridges.
co.za.
ACCOUNTING AND TAXATION
SERVICES: S.W. Aley – Professional
Accountant (SA), Professional Tax
Practioner (SA), Specialist in small
businesses and individuals. Contact
Sharon on 072 248 0198.
ACIONNA WATER: Your
neighbourhood water bar is situated
at the Fourways Gardens Shopping
complex, come get your purified water
refills @ R1 per litre, as well as reverse
osmosis systems for your home! Visit
our website www.acionnawater.co.za.
AFFORDABLE PARTY LIGHTS &
DISCO’S FOR HIRE: Lasers - uv’s coloured lights – smoke / bubble m/c
& lots more + Dj’s & Dj entertainment
mobile disco. Call Iain on 083 426
2426 office no 011 042 9041 email
macmusic@mweb.co.za
ARCHIFAID CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT: Specializing in house
painting, plastering, rhinolite, building
renovations, waterproofing, damp
proofing, contact Mduduzi on 078
727 1675 / 061 024 9873 or e-mail
archifaldconstruction@gmail.com.
ATTORNEY: Ante nuptial contracts,
wills, mediation, divorce, parental
rights, and rights for unmarried
fathers, maintenance, domestic
violence, adoption, surrogacy,
cohabitation agreements, and
separation agreements, parenting
plans, curatorship applications, postdivorce issues and any other family law
related matters. Practising in Fourways
Gardens. Contact Jennifer Scholtz on
011 467 1165 or
e-mail jennifer@jenniferscholtz.co.za
or www.jenniferscholtz.co.za.
B4 ELECTRICAL: For efficient
friendly service on all your electrical
requirements 24hr call out. Peter
Bekker 083 452 0635.Certificates of
Compliance Issued.
BONGANI HOME IMPROVERS:
Professional Call 072 395 6727,
Specializing in painting, plastering,
rhinoliting,building renovations, tiling,
waterproofing & ceilings, paving, e-mail
bonganihomeimprovers@gmail.com. For
reference 083 375 3000 or Tracey Slott
on 083 307 5799.
BLINDS: Inexpensive Blinds – Roller
– Vertical – Venetian available in Block
out, Basswood, Aluminium, Fabric etc.
Please contact Tony on his cell 083 290
1757.
CARPETS & FLOORING: Affordable
carpets, Laminates, Solid wood, Vinyl
“Wood Look” Planks, Vinyl Tiles,
Heating. “Lifetime Workmanship
Guarantee” Contact Tony 083 290 1757.

COMPCLEAN: Professional cleaning
service & chemical supplies. We
specialize in deep steam cleaning of all
carpets, Persian carpets & upholstery as
well as supplying chemicals to corporate
and restaurant industries. Call Claudia
on 071 299 6175 or Andre on 071 587
9935.
CONVERSATIONAL ENGLISH
LESSONS: Small groups and private
lessons. Experienced teacher,
interesting topics. All Nationalities
welcome. Call Marianne now to enrol on
082 564-6985 / 011 486 4126.
COTTAGE/SUITE: To let Fourways
Gardens, Bedroom with kitchenette &
bar fridge. Large shower, own entrance,
suitable for single student, grandparent
or frequent visitor to Fourways Gardens.
R3100 per month inclusive.Sorry no
pets. Contact Trevor on 082 889 4805.
CPR TRAINING: Courses specifically
for people taking care of infants,
toddlers and children. Family and
Friends CPR courses also offered.
Courses trained by a Basic Life Support
Medic with ambulance experience. Call
Belinda on 083 456 0202.
CURTAINS, BLINDS, WALLPAPER
& UPHOLSTERY: Full interior décor
service, whole range of sampling to
enjoy in the comfort of your own home.
Consultation, manufacture & installation
service. Estelle Hart 082 847 1220.
DOGGIES FOR AFRICA: Grooming
parlour. Merrow down plaza, cnr
Witkoppen & Leslie Rd, Magaliesburg.
Contact Albano on his cell 083 676
6314 or 011 465 8172. Collection and
Delivery.
DOG FOOD: Lionel’s Choice – The
Dogs Choice! Collect FREE samples
from HOA offices. Delivered directly:
20Kg Adult – R268, 8Kg Adult R120,
8Kg Puppy – R146. More information
www.lionelschoice.com or contact
Jacquie on 083 326 6218.
ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION: We
can cut your ESKOM bill by 1/3. Call
Mario 083 518 3934 or email: sepol26@
telkomsa.net, for fast, professional
service and very low cost, Free
Quotations.
FOR SALE: BMW 320i 2002 model
R69000, Lawn mower 3 yrs old (wolf)
R900, Garden Shredder Viking Ge 103
R700, Dive Cylinder 12 liter steel 2 x
10 liter ali R1400, R1300 & R1100, Call
Eleanor on 082 563 4595 (Fourways
Gardens Resident).

FOR SALE: Home Gym – as new –
weider burn bands15 4-14kgs max,
R10 000, Electronic Key Board – hardly
been used Yamaha portable grand
DGX – 620, R10 000, call Paula
083 453 5455, FWG Resident.
FIXIT FOX – HANDYMAN: (FWG
RESIDENT): Wood & Steelwork, minor
electrical & plumbing. General home
repairs. All work done personally. Call
Andre Le Cordeur on 011 465 8902 or
Cell 083 473 9362 / e-mail: fixitfox1@
aol.com.
HANDYMAN: A British Tradesman for
the jobs you hate!!! Wooden flooring,
painting, cupboards, damp proofing,
paving & alterations… no job too small!!!
Offers a friendly & reliable service.
Contact Steve on 076 823 6847.
HANDYMAN: For all your painting,
waterproofing, damp proofing, and no
job is too big for us, call Guy on 074 246
3874, 079 567 3878 or 073 548 1750.
HIPPO TREE FELLERS: Tree felling
& Palm tree tidy up (Tree felling
insurances), Stump removal, Trimming
and pruning, Instant lawn/ compost,
LM & Kikuyu – supply and lay, Lawn
Dressing, Bush Clearance, Do you
need garden refuse removed? Contact
Wisdom on his cell 071 793 0825. My
personal supervision on site.
HOLISTIC THERAPIES: Loraine Van
Der Meer, Holistic Massage Therapist,
Reflexologist & Counselling Astrologer.
A beautiful combination of healing
bodywork and holistic life coaching.
Treat yourself - you deserve it! 21
Janena, Turley Road, Lonehill, or call
Loraine on 082 782 8000 / loraine.
vdmeer@gmail.com.
OVER 12 YEARS OF REPUTABLE
HANDY MAN SERVICES: Fourways
Area, Specializing in Woodwork –
decking, woodwork repairs, custom
built woodwork, oil treatment of window
frames and doors. Building, dampproofing, waterproofing, steel work,
tiling, roofing, under floor heating,
painting, minor electrical, plumbing,
solar technology, special features and
odd jobs. References on request. Please
contact Grant on 060 343 6626 / www.
grantbarnes.co.za.
OFFICE SUITES: Office suites
available, beautiful serviced corner
office suite (double) available in popular
Fourways Manor Office Park, ideal
for small business wanting to have a
professional, safe and secure office
near home. Everything included, simply
arrive plug in your computer and start
working, suits 2-4 people. Contact Gary
082 569 6449.

FOR SALE: Beautiful round glass top
patio dining room table with 8 chairs
for sale. R6000. 6 wooden dining room
chairs R500 each. A lovely painted
table, can seat 8 people, R2000.
Painted coffee table R1500. Call Helen
082 338 7148.
FOR SALE: Artificial Wicker Garden
Set - Round glass top table plus 4 chairs
R750. Children’s bunk bed set only
top bed and writing table - make Cilek
from Turkey light brown & yellow wood
R6000. Britannica Encyclopedia 15th
edition – 30 volumes micropaedia +
macropaedia never used R1500. Boys
ice skates can be adjusted from size
32-35 (Europe size) R75, boys “Keen”
black moon boots (used once) size 4
R75, Contact Angelika on 083 458 0444.
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MOVING: We clean after you moved
out or before you move in or both. You
move we will clean! Call Brenda 082
497 3304.
PATSON‘S PAVING: For all your
paving & tiling requirements – no job
too big or small – all welcome. Various
designs available to suit individual taste.
Call Patson on 082 676 2668 or 084
288 6149.
PLUMBER: (RC PLUMBING):
Reasonable rates. For all your plumbing
maintenance needs. Professional local
plumber, reliable. Please contact Ryan
on 082 598 4881 or 011 465 5198.
FOURWAYS PLUMBING: Resident
plumber for all plumbing requirements,
reasonable rates and same day service,
011 705 2145 or call Steve on his mobile
082 440 5111.
QUICK SERVICE IT: 083 600 2533
onsite service, repairs, networking,
sales of computers and peripherals,
quickserviceit@icon.co.za.
RIVER VALLEY NATURAL WATER:
330ml(12‘s) @ R33.50, 500ml(24‘s)
@ R78.00, 750ml(12‘s) @ R62.50,
1.5ml(6‘s) @ R38.00, 5L(4‘s) @ R52.00,
all prices includes vat, free delivery
done within 24 hours of ordering,
contact Nicki 083 300 2500 / Nickid@
mia.co.za.
SUMMERS INCREATION –
INTERIOR DECORATING SEVICES:
All décor items such as furniture,
curtaining, cushions, rugs, light fixtures.
All hard furnishes related to renovations
including lighting design, flooring,
cabinetry design, paint schemes,
sanitary ware etc. Contact Julia on 082
600 1595 or julias@summersincreation.
co.za.
TOP GAS: Satisfy your Personal Gas
Needs, 9kg @ R180, and 19kg @ R360,
49kg @ R900, all prices includes vat,
free delivery are done within 24 hours of
ordering, contact Henry 082 457 1095 /
Henryv55@gmail.com.
TREE CARE: Specializing in Tree
Felling, Stump removal, Garden refuse
removal, Irrigation installation &
Maintenance, contact Frank on 076 920
0759 or Kudk on 074 348 4875.
WINDOWS CLEANED: Done under
personal supervision. Call Brenda on
082 497 3304.

WEDDING & SUIT: Your one stop ,
for Matric Dance Hire, Black- tie Hire,
Alterations professionally undertaken,
Dry Cleaning, Tailor made garments “
We Dress The Best”, Contact Details:
011 781 4448 / 781 4119.

Mevis: Zimbabwean, very pleasant,
hardworking and cheerful person
to have around the house is looking
for domestic work part/full time for
reference call Candice on 072 871
0891 or Mevis 073 466 4257.

WEDDING PLANNING AND
DÉCOR HIRE: I offer a wedding and
event planning service as well as
décor hire throughout South Africa
and the U.K. Please call me anytime
for further details on 076 516 2771
or www.meganjane.co.uk (FWG
Resident).

Vinola: Looking for full time live-out
position as a domestic, worked in
FWG for 3 yrs. Employer relocated
to Holland, excellent in all household
chores, honest, reliable and
trustworthy, please contact Vinola on
078 985 2163.

WELLNESS: From home in
Fourways. We do Reflexology, Skin
analysis (using Beaute Pacifique and
Sprayology Products), Nails, Waxing,
Massage, Facials ( Beaute Pacifique),
Rife Therapy, Magnetic Therapy, Far
Infrared Treatments, 25% Discount
off first visit. Contact Debbie 072 205
1724 or deborah@riversidewellness.
co.za.
GARDENERS & DOMESTICS
Matthew: Our gardener is looking for
work on Mon, Thurs, Fri and Sat, he
has worked for me for 3 yrs. and is an
experienced gardener, hardworking,
reliable and trustworthy, please
contact Michelle on 084 580 3885 or
Matthew on 074 028 2806.
Portia: Looking for full time domestic
work Mon – Sat. Contact Portia on
084 628 8644.

Lindy: Has worked for me in FWG
for the past 12 years as a domestic
assistant. All housework and ironing,
cooking and salads, fully competent,
pleasant personality, reliable and
trustworthy. Good English, 42
years old, SA citizen and highly
recommended. Call Lindy 083 944
8222 or Praline for reference on 083
703 2600.
Gripsy: Malawian is looking for
a part time gardening work on the
following days Tues, Fri and Sat, call
Gripsy on 061 332 3787, for reference
call J Chetty on 083 274 4821 or
Michelle on 082 622 5000.
Son: Looking for a job as a gardener
for Tues and Fri, please contact 078
002 8535 or Valerie 076 369 5175 for
a reference.

Norma: A young bright energetic
housekeeper, excellent with children
and a joyful person ex Zimbabwean,
call Lorraine on 082 339 8949 for a
reference and more details.

Sandra: Has been employed in
the estate for the past year, she is
responsible and competent to take
care of household duties, including
cleaning, cooking and mending,
she is a capable seamtress, please
contact Dawn on 083 281 9036.

Lindiwe: Looking for full/part time
work, she has been working for me
for 5 yrs. and is diligent and reliable,
she can cook, take care of children
and animals, and she will be an asset
to any household, for reference call
Mr Johnson resident, 082 293 3003 /
Louise 072 677 0696.

Veronica: Hardworking, Honest,
Reliable, First Aid and Child-minding
certificates. Wonderful cook, can plan
menus and do shopping lists. Looking
for work for Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday. Call Carol 082 322 2479 for
references or call Veronica on 078
464 4334.

Sipiwe: Looking for domestic
work on Mon, Wed & Fri, she is
enthusiastic, hardworking, softly
spoken and reliable, for reference call
Leigh on 082 708 0302 or Sipiwe on
071 794 2630.

Nokuthula: Looking for a job as
domestic, live out, part / full time
18 years’ experience with excellent
reference, Aged 38 years, for
reference call Francesca on 082 784
0277 / 011 706 5128 or call Nokuthula
on 083 595 1070.

Sylvia: Looking for full time domestic
position, she is with me for 4 yrs.,
she is good with cleaning, looking
after children and house while we
are away, call for reference 082 767
4576.
Thwala: I am looking for domestic
work stay in / out, South African
citizen can do cleaning, washing and
ironing also look after children, I have
done domestic work before for 1 year,
call me on 073 207 1250 for reference
call Anza on 082 815 6610.
Pretty: Looking for part time or full
time domestic work, honest, reliable
and very good with household chores,
call Pretty on 078 572 5363 or call
073 192 0676.

Priscilla: Looking for domestic work
part / full time sleep out, she is an
excellent ironer and is good with
children. Contact Priscilla on 074 284
3999 or Heidi for reference 082 557
2036.
Elizabeth: Looking for work as a
domestic part/ full time Mon – Fri,
Contact Nicki 083 300 2500 or
Elizabeth 084 446 4538.
Nase: Malawian Lady, honest hard
working seeks domestic work or child
minding, part / full time, she is also
good with animals, for reference call
Mara on 072 135 2257 or Nase on
084 372 4071.
Rejoice: Hard working Zimbabwean
domestic worker seeks employment
either full /part time. For reference
call Simon (FWG) resident on 078
389 1580 or call Rejoice on 060 454
8607.
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APPROVED ESTATE AGENTS
Please remember that only Fourways Gardens Approved Estate Agents are allowed to list and sell houses in Fourways Gardens.
You may contact any of the following agencies to sell or let your home:

Dainfern / Lonehill

Faith Stanbridge
082 659 1700
Trish Walton
082 442 9112
Andre Potgieter
082 555 3587
Nigel Mullen
082 339 1368

faith.stanbridge@century21.co.za
www.century21.co.za
trish.walton@century21.co.za

andre@chernodavis.co.za

ADD HEADLINE HERE
Maureen James
082 882 0228
Ingrid Manni
083 601 5521

www.chernodavis.co.za

nigel@chernodavis.co.za

info@fourwaysgardensrealty.co.za

Sub-headline
Francesca Beattie
083 678 8001

info@fourwaysgardensrealty.co.za
www.fourwaysgardensrealty.co.za

info@fbproperties.co.za

www.fbproperties.co.za

Fun heading or info
Gaye Cawood
083 601 1593
Joyce Rubelli
082 807 3497
Susan de Boer
082 452 0086

gaye@gcr.co.za

Date
From 16h00

Dean Ferreira
083 267 5966

joyce@gcr.co.za
sue@gcr.co.za

dean.ferreira@kwsa.co.za

www.explore.kwsa.co.za

Hubby’s RELAX while Wive’s shop!
Lee Peterkin
082 832 6585
Martha Groenewald
072 591 8153

www.gcr.co.za

lee@mpgsa.co.za

www.mpgsa.co.za

martha@mpgsa.co.za

FOOD Decorations, Jewellery STALLS
*LIVE MUSIC*
KID’S ENTERTAINMENT
Alison White
082 714 2626
Dee Thomas
083 375 5646

Glen Norton
083 453 3199

Sharon Davies
082 560 7042
Michelle Zuccollo
082 850 8356

alison.white@pamgolding.co.za

www.pamgolding.co.za

dee.thomas@pamgolding.co.za

gnorton@masters-sa.com

www.remax-masters.co.za

sharon.davies@seeff.com
www.seeff.com

Bring your friends, family & neighbours along
Contact Deb 011 465 0937
Dawn Stoddart
082 575 9956
Janet Sapire
083 344 4065

michele.zuccollo@seeff.com

dawns@sothebysrealty.co.za

www.sothebysrealty.co.za

janet@sothebysrealty.co.za

Vendors will be selling:
Ladies Lingerie, Christmas, Hand Bags, Table Linens, Childrens Toys & Clothing, Furniture, Kitchen
Utensils, Deli Oils & Cheeses, Body Scrubs, Décor Items, Beautiful Gifts, Artwork & Objet d’Art

n

Find us in cyberspace
Fourways
Gardens
always at your
fingertips
www.fwg.co.za
www.facebook.com/fWgestate
https://twitter.com/fourways gardens
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Humour

By James Clarke

an art to name-dropping
There is an art to name-dropping
just as there’s an art to making
confit de canard or ﬂying a
helicopter. And it occurs to me that
whoever dropped whose
ever name to obtain
permission last year to C e l e b r it y
land a private jetliner
filled with partygoers from India
at one of Africa’s
largest military
air bases
deserves a
Nobel Prize
for namedropping.

the

y
t
l
a
R oy

Or was it, as was seriously
suggested, the lady who does the
tea?
Thank goodness it was not a national
high-security area. Just an ordinary
military base where we keep most of our
airforce and a few billion rands of planes
and ammo and stuff like that.
The fact remains that by skilful namedropping somebody had enough
chutzpah to land 270 foreigners into
the heart of Waterkloof air base, thus
causing its guards with their assault rifles
to dart puzzled glances at one another.
Or maybe they knew. Maybe they had
balloons and ribbons tied to their rifles –
in India’s national colours.
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Was it the pilot? Was
it you-know-who?

I’ve rehearsed saying, “When I was with
Charles at Powys Castle …” to make it
sound as if it was not our only meeting
and in the hope somebody will ask,
“Charles who?”
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days we had security
cards, I lost mine.
As I say, there’s an art
to name-dropping. I have
long had a secret desire to drop
names myself so I know how difficult it
is – especially for getting into places like
military bases.
Yet all I want to achieve by namedropping is to impress people that I mix
with important people; that I am a mover
and shaker. Then they’ll know, when
offering me a drink, to only half-fill my
glass in case my moving and shaking
causes me to slop the stuff all over their
carpet.

Whoever it was, I admire that namedropper.

I realise name-dropping is pure vanity.
But so is combing one’s hair.

What puzzles is that there’s no way
anybody could name-drop their way
into my suburban stockade –Fourways
Gardens; or any of these relatively new
complexes where security is so tight that
even I couldn’t talk my way in when, in the

I once met Prince Charles – oh, yes,
indeed. It was at Powys Castle in Wales
in 1996 and for the last 18 years I have
tried in vain to guide conversations in
such a way that I can mention this fact,
seamlessly.

Fourways Gardens June 2013 56

Fourways Gardens May 2014 56
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Then, with a dismissive wave of
the hand, I would say, “Prince
Charles” in such a way that it
would look as if he and I were
chums who often met to discuss
vegetable-growing or last week’s
polo game.

I once got quite close to achieving
it. Somebody said he had just
come back from Stratfordupon-Avon, Shakespeare’s
birthplace. I coughed
politely before
addressing those
assembled, “I am
not sure if you are
aware that the
River Avon that
flows through
Stratford flows
into the River
Severn at
Tewksbury,
somewhat
upstream of
Powys Castle
where, if my
memory serves
me correctly, I met
Charles…”
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But it was at this point that there
was a disturbance nearby – a plane crash
or something – and I ended up speaking to
myself.
The only person I have met who could get
things like airforce bases to open up for him
was Sir Freddie de Guigand, Field Marshal
Montgomery’s second in command in the
Eighth Army that defeated the Afrika Korps
in the Western Desert.
But he had to resort to using heavy
artillery and tanks. No amount of namedropping would have sufficed.
Blogsite: http://stoeptalk.wordpress.com
Website: www.jamesclarke.co.za
For a free sample of my latest e-book click below:
www.amazon.com/Save-me-Lions-Mouthebook/dp/B008FO88DO
The book is about human/wildlife conflict in
Africa
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